Fixnetix Selects CameronFIX for Low Latency Enhancements to
Hosted Co-location Services
London, 2nd November 2010
CameronTec, the financial industry’s leading provider of FIX infrastructure and connectivity
solutions and wholly owned subsidiary of Orc Software, today announced that Fixnetix has
selected the CameronFIX Routing Hub and High Availability Solutions for its hosted colocation Services. The agreement was completed in Q1 2010 and is based on CameronTec's
licensing subscription model.
Fixnetix customers will further benefit with the newly extended service for offering low
latency FIX-to-FIX routing as well as the flexibility to leverage a Highly Available FIX
service.
Operating in some 27 co-location and proximity hosting centres across Europe and the US to
support trading across all the major cash equities, futures, FX, commodities and bond
markets, Fixnetix has completed the roll-out of the CameronFIX solutions in its UK
operations, with further plans to extend this worldwide.
“Fixnetix has a rapidly growing customer roster of leading investment banks, hedge funds
and proprietary trading groups worldwide,” says Paul Ellis, Chief Operating Officer of
Fixnetix. “Our successful innovation depends on organic and strategic partnership growth to
fulfil all asset class low latency demands for data and trading.”
Michel Balter, Sales Director EMEA for CameronTec says market demand is growing for
Fixnetix’s high value co- location offering focused on low latency FIX services.
“CameronTec is pleased that Fixnetix, a respected and fast growing provider of market data
and trading infrastructure connectivity to financial institutions, has selected CameronFIX on
the basis of scalability, low latency and flexibility to power its new low latency, Highly
Available FIX offering.”
About Fixnetix
Founded in London in 2006, Fixnetix is a leading Managed Service Provider for the global
financial community. Over the last eight years, Fixnetix has built a reputation as an award
winning international technology vendor, supplying outsourced services for ultra-low latency
trading, market data, hosting, infrastructure connectivity and risk management to
prominent Investment Banks, Hedge Funds, Proprietary Trading Groups, Start Ups and
Exchanges worldwide.
For more information visit: www.fixnetix.com
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